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Spec. 4 Pineiro cails a flight plan over
to the control tower.
the pilot's route to ensure the
flight left on schedule. When
every effort to locate the pilot
and aircraft have failed, a search
and rescue mission is called out,"
he said.
"In addition to flight dispatch,
we also have the responsibility to
schedule flights," Phillips said.
"For example, if a hospital pa-
tient needs to be transferred to
another facility, we coordinate
with the pilots to set up the
route and obtain any equipment
the patient may need during the
flight."
"Maintaining flight records is
also part of our job" Pineiro said.
"We must keep an accurate4, cur-
rent account of the hours flown
by the pilots and the flight crews
assigned to Felker Army Airfield.
Each pilot and crew member is
authorized a certain amount of
flight time per month. It's our
responsibility to keep those
records straight."
Army flight operations coordi-
nators learn the skills required
for their job during a seven-week
course at Fort Rucker, Ala. The
students learn to transmit flight
plans to the tower, to correctly
fill out the flight plan forms, *
Federal Aviation Administration
regulations, how to accurately
read weather forecasts, what to
do in the event of an overdue air-
craft and how to identify the
various aircraft in the Army's in-
ventory. "We also learn proper
Army procedures for communicat-
ing on the radio," Phillips said.
The two flight operations con-
trollers turn their attentions back
to the flight plans that have just
been filed. Phillips glances out
the window to watch a helicopter
take off. "We strive to be as
knowledgeable as the pilots on
the rules and regulations of fly-
ing," Phillips concluded. "After
all, it's our job to get them where
they're going safely." O
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 Spec. 4 Phillips talks to the tower over the radio.
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